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HISTORICAL PRICE FIVE CENTS

PEACE HOPES MADE AS JAPS FAIL TO REPLY TO TRUCE OFFER

Russ Capture Rail Junction, Cut Lifeline

Soviet Whirlwind Offensive Sweeps Ahead in Manchuria

LONDON, (AP)—Russia’s tank-lipped armies continued their whirlwind thrusts today in Manchuria today after capturing the key communications line for Japanese troops fighting in the rugged forested areas of central Manchuria.

The drive of Russian by Marshal Georgi A. Zhukov and Marshal Sergei K. Rokossovsky, the Russian high command, was thundering toward the Shenyang (Kweichow) area, 100 miles west of the Chinese Manchurian border. The invading forces reached the Liaozhong (Liaoyang) area, 100 miles north of Shenyang, October 41, 1945.

In addition to Pulaski, an AP correspondent, reported to the Associated Press, said the Red Army had captured the key city of Shenyang, the capital of Manchuria, and had taken over the city.

The Red Army, which had been fighting in Manchuria, captured the city of Shenyang, 150 miles north of the Chinese Manchurian border, October 41, 1945.
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